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Industry: Broadcast Media / Media & Entertainment

In Business: 10 years

Employees: 8

Location: United Kingdom

Emotion Systems at a glance
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“Before you can sell effectively as a small 

company, one thing you need to do is 

create awareness of who and what you 

are,” says MC Patel, title at Emotion 

Systems, a supplier of audio processing 

software.

But the company’s intensely manual process of sending 

out emails, attending trade shows, and making phone calls 

was failing to create engagement with prospects, much less 

provide useful feedback that could inform future sales efforts.

Relying on these random efforts rather than strategic 

campaigns, the team at Emotion Systems was struggling to 

connect with prospects and customers.

The Emotion Systems story

A small company dreams big
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“We were looking to share knowledge with prospects and 

customers, to create an ongoing and persistent dialogue 

with them,” adds Patel. “We wanted to be remembered as a 

resource, and it was clear that to be successful, we needed to 

move beyond traditional manual approaches.”

Emotion Systems teamed up with Kokoro Marketing, a Keap 

partner, to identify and implement an automated strategy for 

reaching out to prospects and customers.

“We asked ourselves, ‘What do people do right before they 

buy?’ I know from experience that the final step before the 

purchase is to download a trial, and so that became our offer,” 

explains Patel. “I began to turn all my marketing efforts toward 

the trial download.” 

Going all-in on the trial download
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Using Keap, Emotion Systems and Kokoro Marketing built 

a strategy by which the software company could maintain 

a series of automated conversations, providing useful 

information to prospects and customers while enabling the 

sales team to take manual action when appropriate.

+

While all of these Keap campaigns guide prospects toward the 

trial download, each one is built around a piece of content — a 

guide, a webinar, a checklist — designed to educate potential 

demo 

downloads

marketing

impact

more

business

content marketing

automation
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customers while building a trust relationship. Using this 

diverse array of content, Emotion Systems is able to tune 

messaging and delivery to the preferences of different 

prospects, and then follow up more effectively.

“The automated emails are great because we can share a 

common set of knowledge with a larger group and then, by 

monitoring engagement, ascertain the optimal response 

to different individuals,” says Patel. “If, for example, a 

prospect downloads our software for evaluation, we would 

automatically follow up with automated tutorials, useful facts 

about our product, and just a general query to see how the 

trial is working out.”

“Our industry is very technical, and we serve a very specific 

niche,” says Patel. “This means that new or supplemental 

Building trust, boosting the brand
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knowledge must be transferred to the prospect before the 

sales process can be initiated. By sharing that knowledge, we 

improve both our credibility and our brand awareness.”

Automated marketing campaigns allow Emotion Systems 

to share this knowledge and increase awareness of the 

company’s advanced audio-processing software. After 

embracing Keap, the company more than doubled its trial 

downloads per month. Today, more than half of new business 

is generated through its ongoing campaigns.

Patel estimates that with the same time and work dedicated 

to marketing, the company now realizes five times the results.

“Emotion Systems is a small company, but marketing 

automation allows us to punch well above our class,”

he concludes. “Without significantly increasing our overhead, 

we’ve been able to turn a successful organization into a much 

more successful organization.”
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Kokoro Marketing specializes in 

marketing automation for broadcast 

media and high-tech companies. 

Founder Cindy Zuelsdorf is a Keap 

Certified Partner with extensive 

training and experience in content 

marketing, generating leads, and direct sales. 

Kokoro Marketing has worked with Emotion Systems for six 

years on their sales and marketing campaigns. Cindy’s book 

7 Marketing Basics hit #1 on Amazon’s Marketing for Small 

Business. More at www.kokoroinc.com and www.facebook.

com/groups/7marketingbasics

About Kokoro Marketing
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